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A complex system that works is invariably 
found to have evolved from a simple system 

that worked. A complex system designed from 
scratch never works and cannot be patched up 
to make it work. You have to start over with a 

working simple system.

John Gall, Systemantics



how do you balance 
power & simplicity?



today’s learning objectives

understand idea of design moves in general 
become familiar with two concept design moves 
know tradeoffs: flexibility vs. automation, specificity vs. simplicity 
understand idea of design synergy



design moves



great designers 
apply familiar design moves



Descartes’s 4 rules for the direction of the mind (1628)

(1) accept nothing as true that is not self-evident 
(2) divide problems into their simplest parts 

(3) solve problems by proceeding from simple to complex 
(4) recheck the reasoning



the 40 design moves of TRIZ, a method for physical design



tighten-loosen: tradeoff automation/flexibility

tighten

light pull / door lock airplane toilet lock

loosen

rotary dimmer switchdimmers with separate controls



unify-specialize: tradeoff simplicity/specificity

unify

set of wrenches adjustable wrench

specialize

general-purpose lens
macro lens



tighten/loosen



keynote’s fullscreen



split: emergence of a concept in Keynote

fullscreen without 
slideshow possible 

(c. 2010?) slideshow without 
fullscreen  

(2021)

Fullscreen

Slideshow

loosen

Slideshow

Fullscreen



schindler’s 
port elevator



Schindler’s PORT elevator



UserAuth Directory Port

get floor for user U 
returns F

enter floor F 
indicates bank B

elevator arrives 
at bank B

elevator stops 
at floor F

user U registered 
at floor F

card C authenticates 
user U

card C issued  
for user U

increased automation, better security, reduced flexibility



Facebook’s reactions



are angry reactions upvotes?

is this a good design?



concept Reaction 
purpose convey emotion to author 
actions 
    reactAngry (u: User, i: Item) 
    …

a concept diagnosis

concept Upvote 
purpose rank items by popularity 
actions 
    upvote (u: User, i: Item) 
     … unwanted 

sync?

sync brings automation at expense of flexibility



a facebook split

Upvote

loosen

Reaction

Upvote
ReactionLike         Comment

Approve         CommentReact            

loosen

loosening sync would recover flexibility but more steps



gmail’s label & trash 
concepts



Gmail’s Label and Trash concepts

Label

tighten

Trash

Label
Trash



how the Label-Trash sync works

purpose undo deletion

concept Trash

structure 
trash: set Item

actions 
delete (i: Item) 
restore (i: Item) 
empty ()

when delete (i) 
add (i, ‘trash’)

purpose organize  with overlapping

concept Label

structure 
labels: Item -> set Label

actions 
add (i: Item, l: Label) 
remove (i: Item, l: Label) 
find (ls: set Label, out is: set Item)

synergy: can now filter on trashed messages using labels



apple’s folder & trash 
concepts



a synergy that was still developing after 30 years

folder 
sortable by 

volume!

new in 
Lion 

(2011)

Folder

tighten

Trash

Folder
Trash

synergy: can use all folder features on trash

what special features does trash 
folder have?



yellkey’s shortener 
& expiry concepts





concept Shorthand [Target] 

purpose provide access via shorthand strings 

principle 
  after registering a target t and obtaining a shorthand s, 
   looking up s will yield t: register (t, s); lookup (s, t') {t' = t} 

state 
  used: set String 
  shortFor: String -> opt Target 
  const shorthands: set String 

actions 
  register (t: Target, out s: String) 
    s in shorthands - used 
    s.shortFor := t ; used += s 

  unregister (s: String) 
    s in used 
    used -= s ;  s.shortFor := none 

  lookup (s: String, out t: Target) 
    s in used 
    t := s.shortFor

concept ExpiringResource [Resource] 

purpose handle expiration of short-lived resources 

principle 
  if you allocate a resource r for t seconds, after t seconds 
  the resource expires: allocate (r, t); expire (r) 

state 
  active: set Resource 
  expiry: Resource -> one Date     

actions 
  allocate (r: Resource, t: int) 
    r not in active 
    active += r ;  r.expiry := t secs after now 

  deallocate (r: Resource) 
    r in active;  active -= r ; r.expiry := none 

  renew (r: Resource, t: int) 
    r in active ;  r.expiry := t secs after now 

  system expire (out r: Resource) 
    r in active ;r .expiry is before now; 
    active -= r; r.expiry := none



synergy: can adjust Shorthand to return only common words



google calendar’s 
event & invitation





HCI Seminar

Daniel’s Calendar

seminar 
announced as 

email to listserv 
with attached 
calendar event

event installed 
automatically in 
user’s calendar

user deletes event 
from calendar

cancellation email 
automatically sent 
to other invitees



a long time problem in iCal too 
how to delete spam calendar events?

tightening brings automation but disastrous loss of flexibility



concept Calendar 
purpose record engagements 
actions 
    createEvent (…): Event 
    deleteEvent (e: Event) 
     …

concept Invitation 
purpose coordinate events 
actions 
    accept (e: Event) 
    decline (e: Event) 
     …

unwanted 
sync!

diagnosis?



apple’s solution

resolution to design problem 
make sync optional

Event

loosen

Invite

Event

Invite

loosening adds complexity but restores flexibility



unify/specialize



Zoom’s reactions



clap

yes faster away

hand

Zoom’s Reaction concept

no slower

love

what do you think of this design?



disappear after 10s

often left up mistakenly

clear feedback: 
all but these

mutually disjoint too!

mutually disjoint

counted

counted too

anomalous behaviors indicate an overloaded concept

how might you fix this design?



Chat

Presence

FeedbackPoll

familiar 
concept

familiar 
concept

splitting into coherent concepts



specialization would give more flexible & familiar UX



Moira’s lists



unify: subsuming access control in MIT’s Moira

can toggle 
mailing list 
attribute

can create 
admin list 
with no 

login users!

List

unify

Mailing 
List

Access 
List

unifying concepts simplifies UX and code (but a few snags)



Gmail’s labels  
& categories



a label

show messages with label hacking 

also implemented as a label

labels in Gmail



Gmail’s categories



category tab settings



categories are listed under labels

is this a good design?



some reactions when categories came out





how google explains labels



Label 
concept

Category 
concept

purpose organize messages organize messages

principle
user (or system) adds label to 
message; filter on label shows 

message

user (or system) adds category 
to message; then filter on 
category shows message

can associate with tabs? no yes

user can create new ones? yes no

apply outside inbox too? yes no

specialization brings no benefit,  and actually limits options



summary of what you learned today
https://tinyurl.com/6104-feedbackdesign moves

unify/specialize

tighten/loosen

good unify Moira
bad unify Zoom
bad specialize Gmail

good tighten Gmail
good tighten MacOS
good tighten Yellkey
bad tighten Calendars
??? Facebook

good loosen Keynote

synergy!


